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rpg maker vx ace - pop horror city

Beautifully done pixel art in a colorful yet dark mood. I love the original character sprites and portraits and the modern city
done in a retro yet fresh style. I'd love to see more resources in the style. Cyberpunk would work great with these types.
Futuristic and Space opera too. Thanks for the awesome resource.. its a good tileset.. This is pretty good, not gonna lie! I really
love it's pixel artstyle and it has everything you need to make a horror game(Except a toilet. WHY. WHY WOULD YOU NOT
ADD A TOILET?! WHYYYYYYYYY). One downside of it is that it's characters are very limited. A male and female set and
their zombie versions, and that's it. That's literally all there is to it(Obviously not counting the objects and cars). You know what
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would be awesome to have? Jobs. It would be kinda nice if there were doctors, nurses, soldiers etc. Just to add a bit of flavor
you know? Also according to the description, (This part to be exact: ''Created by Vexed Enigma, POP!: Horror City Bundle is
the first entry in a brand new series of character and environment sets.'') this is the first in a series. I'm really looking forward to
the other ones, if there actually will be more. AND HOPEFULLY THEY WILL HAVE TOILETS.. it has a good number of
tiles but needs more variety for charitcters particully the monsters, more then just zombies i mean.. Zombies. Beautiful sprites.
What more is there to say? Buy this! I hope to see even MORE of this art style in the future.. A decent pack for some horror
elements. Nothing too extensive, though it also contains a few pics and files showing some tricks on how to better use RPG
Maker (and these assets).. i love it, saw the art style for the pack and instantly knew this is what my game had to look like. for
future POP! sets, I have some reccomendations in what i would like to see: bathroom tiles (lol i agree with a previous review)
other various building type tiles like school, hospital, general store, restaurants etc more variation in indoor tiles (and outside i
guess too) i think it would be nice to have a base model for children characters as well! also, just me i guess, but i am in need of
a vending machine graphic, lol, 'til then, i will heavily improvise lmao. thank you vexed enigma, i appreciate your work.
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